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Abstract

In this paper, we concentrate on three subjects which in our opinion constitute important segments in the theory of

topological e�ects in molecular systems: (a) the adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation matrix; (b) the line integral and the

ÔquantizationÕ of the non-adiabatic coupling matrix along a closed path; (c) the inclusion of topological e�ects in the

Born±Oppenheimer approximation. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

One of the more interesting observations in
molecular dynamics was made by Herzberg and
Longuet-Higgins [1] (HLH) while they were
studying the Jahn±Teller [2±5] conical intersection
(CI) model (see Appendix A). These authors
found that for a given CI located at some point in
con®guration space (CS), the relevant electronic
eigenfunctions which are parametrically depen-
dent on the nuclear coordinates, are determined
only, up to a sign, at any point in CS. This Ôde®-
ciencyÕ can be corrected by multiplying the wave
functions of the two states responsible for forming
the CI by an identical phase factor which ensures
their uniqueness without a�ecting the ortho-nor-
mality features of the original eigenfunctions [6].
This modi®cation seemed to be the right thing to

do, at least at that time, but two questions arise:
(a) Was it really necessary to incorporate into the
quantum mechanical theory of atoms and mole-
cules an ad hoc correction of this type? (b) Is it
guaranteed that such a modi®cation will not lead,
in some cases, to erroneous results? Among other
things we shall try to answer these questions. At
this stage, we just ascertain that irrespective of
what the answers will be, the importance of the
HLH observation is in pointing out that some-
thing may go wrong if the whole system of the
electrons and the nuclei is not treated with care.
This is essential in particular if, once the electronic
eigenvalue problem is solved, the resulting nuclear
Schroedinger equation (SE) is treated employing
approximations. Among other things, we shall
discuss an example showing to what extent the
results can be erroneous if one ignores the HLH
observation.

In this respect, we would like to mention the
pioneering studies of Kuppermann et al. [7±11]
who were the ®rst to incorporate, in an accurate
three-dimensional reactive treatment, an angular,
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non-symmetric basis set to account for the possible
e�ects due to the CI. They found that such e�ects
are noticeable in particular in di�erential cross-
sections. This series of studies renewed interest in
this subject and led to a wealth of publications;
some of them will also be mentioned here.

The usual starting point in this ®eld is the
Born±Oppenheimer (BO) treatment which takes
advantage of the fact that within molecular sys-
tems there exist the fast moving electrons and
the slow moving nuclei [12,13]. The BO treatment,
including its extensions, was presented by us and
others on several occasions [14±21]. Here, this
derivation is carried out again for the following
reason: in all our previous treatments, the deri-
vations were done for a (complete) Hilbert space.
In this article, we shall do the derivation for
decoupled sub-spaces within the Hilbert space and
show that, like for the complete Hilbert space,
there exists an adiabatic-to-diabatic transforma-
tion (ADT) matrix for the isolated sub-space
(Sections 2 and 3.1). Although this is the ®rst
rigorous derivation done for this purpose, we
would like to call attention to similar ideas ex-
pressed by Pacher et al. [22±24] while introducing
their procedure for block diagonalization of the
electronic Hamiltonian.

The ADT matrix is responsible for the trans-
formation from the original framework de®ned by
electronic adiabatic eigenfunctions to a di�erent
framework called the diabatic framework. The
adiabatic framework is the framework in which
are formed the functions that govern the motion of
the nuclear species, namely, the potential energy
surfaces (PES) and the non-adiabatic coupling
terms. Within this framework, it is the non-
adiabatic coupling terms which cause di�culties in
treating the nuclear dynamics. These terms (if not
of minor importance) are abruptly behaving ±
sometimes even spiky ± functions of the coordi-
nates [25±27] and therefore cause numerical
instabilities when attempts are made to solve the
corresponding nuclear SE. The only way to over-
come this numerical di�culty is to move to
another framework ± the diabatic framework ±
where the non-adiabatic coupling terms are re-
placed by the friendlier potential coupling terms

which are much smoother functions of the coor-
dinates (see Section 3.2) [27,28]. These facts have
been known for quite some time; moreover, dur-
ing the years, the ADT was successfully applied in
numerical studies of charge transfer and other
electronic-transition type processes and was, in-
deed, the appropriate way to overcome this di�-
culty [29±34].

Recently, a direct connection was found be-
tween a given non-adiabatic coupling matrix and
the uniqueness of the relevant diabatic potential
matrix [35,36]. It was established that in order for
a non-adiabatic coupling matrix to produce a
uniquely de®ned diabatic potential matrix, it has
to ful®ll certain conditions, reminiscent of quan-
tization type requirements (see Sections 3.3 and 4).
In certain simpli®ed cases, these requirements be-
come ordinary quantizations of the eigenvalues of
the non-adiabatic coupling matrix. The simplest
and most well-known example is the conical in-
tersection, for which the average value of the non-
adiabatic coupling over a closed path can only
attain the values �n=2� where n is an integer (see
Section 4.1).

It was stated earlier that the motivation for the
BO treatment is the fact that molecular systems
contain fast moving electrons and slow moving
nuclei. This distinction is also behind the BO
approximation, which was believed to be valid for
processes taking place with low enough energies.
However, recent numerical treatments [37,51,52]
showed that in certain cases, the BO approxima-
tion will not be valid immaterial how low the nu-
clei energy is. The reason for this behavior is the
fact that the fast moving electrons may, in certain
situations, create exceptionally large forces, caus-
ing the nuclei in some regions in CS to be strongly
accelerated so that their velocities are no longer
negligibly slow. The force terms responsible for
this accelerated motion are ignored within the or-
dinary BO approximation. In this publication, a
new derivation is presented which, in contrast to
the two previous ones [38,39], follows from the
diagonalization of the non-adiabatic coupling
matrix. The main advantage of this new derivation
is that it can be extended to any N-state system
(see Section 5) [40].
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2. The Born±Oppenheimer treatment

2.1. Introductory comments

The Hamiltonian, H, of the nuclei and the
electrons will be written in the form

H � Tn � He�ejn�; �1�
where Tn is the nuclear kinetic energy, He�ejn�, the
electronic Hamiltonian which also contains the
nuclear Coulomb interactions and depends para-
metrically on the nuclei coordinates, and e and n
stand for the electronic and the nuclear coordi-
nates, respectively. The relevant SE,

H� ÿ E�W�e; n� � 0; �2�
where E is the total energy and W�e; n� is the
complete wave function which describes the mo-
tions of both the electrons and the nuclei. To solve
these, we employ the BO expansion

W�e; n� �
XN

i�1

wi�n�fi�ejn�; �3�

where wi�n�, i � 1; . . . ;N are nuclear-coordinate
dependent coe�cients (recognized later as the nu-
clear wave functions) and fi�ejn�, i � 1; . . . ;N are
the electronic eigenfunctions of the above-intro-
duced electronic Hamiltonian:

He�ejn�� ÿ ui�n��fi�ejn� � 0; i � 1; . . . ;N : �4�
Here, ui�n�, i � 1; . . . ;N are the electronic eigen-
values, recognized as the (adiabatic) PESs that
govern the motion of the nuclei. In this treatment,
we assume that our Hilbert space is of dimension
N. Substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (2), multiplying it
from the left by fi�ejn� and integrating over the
electronic coordinates while recalling Eqs. (1) and
(4), yields the following set of coupled equations:XN

i�1

fj


 ��Tnwi�n� fij i � uj�n�
ÿ ÿ E

�
wj�n� � 0;

j � 1; . . . ;N ; �5�

where the bra±ket notation represents integration
over electronic coordinates. To continue, we recall

that the kinetic operator Tn can be written (in
terms of mass-scaled coordinates) as

Tn � ÿ 1

2m
r2; �6�

where m is the mass of the system and r is the
gradient (vector) operator. Substituting Eq. (6) in
Eq. (5) yields the more explicit form of the BO
system of coupled equations:

ÿ 1

2m
r2wj � uj�n�

ÿ ÿ E
�
wj

ÿ 1

2m

XN

i�1

2s�1�ji � rwi

�
� s�2�ji wi

�
� 0;

j � 1; . . . ;N ; �7�
where s�1� is the non-adiabatic (vector) matrix of
the ®rst kind (later, just termed the non-adiabatic
matrix) with the elements

s�1�ji � fj

��rfi


 �
; �8a�

and s�2� is non-adiabatic (scalar) matrix of the
second kind with the elements

s�2�ji � fj

��r2fi


 �
: �8b�

For a real set of electronic wave functions, s�1� is
an antisymmetric matrix.

Next, we consider a sub-space of dimension M
�M < N� with the following features:

s�1�ij � 0 for i 6 M ; j > M : �9a�
We start by proving that if for the above two

states i and j the following matrix elements sij
�1�

ful®ll Eq. (9a), the same applies to sij
�2� namely

s�2�ij � fijr2fj


 � � 0 for i 6 M ; j > M : �9b�
For this purpose, we consider for i and j, the fol-
lowing derivative of Eq. (8a):

rs�1�ij � r fijrfj


 � � rfijrfj


 �� fijr2fj


 �
which due to Eqs. (8b) and (9a) yields the fol-
lowing result:

s�2�ij � ÿ rfijrfj


 �
; i 6 M j > M : �10�

Next, we make use of the resolution of the unity
and rewrite Eq. (10) as follows:
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s�2�ji �
XM

k�1

rfj fkj i fkh rfij
 �
�
XN

k�M�1

rfj fkj i fkjh rfi


 �
: �11�

It is noticed that, indeed, s�2�ij � 0 for i 6 M and
j > M because the ®rst summation in Eq. (10) is
zero due to the second term in each product, and
the second summation is zero due to the ®rst term
in each product.

With this result in mind, we are now allowed to
consider the ®rst M equations in Eq. (7) which are
decoupled from the other N±M equations. Thus,

ÿ 1

2m
r2wj � uj�n�

ÿ ÿ E
�
wj

ÿ 1

2m

XM

i�1

2s�1�ji � rwi

�
� s�2�ji wi

�
� 0;

j � 1; . . . ;M : �7a�

All further derivations will be applied with re-
spect to this sub-space.

2.2. The introduction of projection operators

To continue, we de®ne for this sub-space, the
following projection operator PM :

PM �
XM

j�1

fj

�� � fj


 ��: �12a�

The complementary projection operator for the
sub-space outside the sub-space just de®ned will be
designated QM . Since their sum provides the res-
olution of the unity operator, we have

QM � 1ÿ PM : �12b�
Having introduced these operators, we are now

in a position to simplify Eq. (8) by expressing s�2�

in terms of s�1�. To do that, we consider Eq. (8a)
and derive the following derivative

rs�1�ji � r fj rfij
 � � rfjjrfi


 �� fjjr2fi


 �
;

or recalling Eq. (8b), we get

rs�2�ji � ÿ rfjjrfi


 ��rs�1�ji :

The ®rst term on the right-hand side can be further
treated as follows:

rfjjrfi


 � � rfj


 ��PM � QM rfij i

which for i, j 6 M becomes

rfjjrfi


 � � rfj


 ��PM rfij i �
XM

k�1

rfjjfk


 �
fkjrfih i

or

rfjjrfi


 � � s
�1�
M

� �2

ji
; i; j 6 M ; �13�

where s�1�M is of dimension M �M . Therefore,
within the sub-space of dimension M, the matrix
s�2�M can be presented in terms of s�1�M in the fol-
lowing form:

s�2�M � s�1�M

� �2

�rs�1�M : �14�

Substituting Eq. (14) in Eq. (7a) yields the ®nal
form of the BO equation for the sub-space of di-
mension M:

ÿ 1

2m
r2W� u

�
ÿ 1

2m
s2

M ÿ E
�

W

ÿ 1

2m
�2sM � r � rsM�W � 0; �15�

where the dot designates the scalar product, W is a
column matrix which contains the nuclear func-
tions {wi, i � 1; . . . ;M}, u is a diagonal matrix
which contains the adiabatic potentials and sM , for
reasons of convenience, replaces s�1�M . Eq. (15) can
also be written in the form

ÿ 1

2m
r� � sM�2W� u� ÿ E�W � 0; �16�

which is writing the SE in a more compact way. (A
similar Hamiltonian was employed by Pacher et al.
to derive their block-diagonalization approach to
obtain quasi-diabatic states [23,24].)
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3. The adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation

3.1. The introduction of the adiabatic-to-diabatic
transformation matrix

Considering Eq. (16), we shall replace the col-
umn matrix W by another column matrix U where
the two are related as follows:

W � AU; �17�
where A is an undetermined matrix of the coor-
dinates. Our next step is to obtain an A matrix
which, eventually, will simplify Eq. (16) by elimi-
nating the sM matrix. For this purpose, we con-
sider the following expression:

�r � sM�2AU � �r � sM��r � sM�AU

� �r � sM� ArU� � rA� �U� sM AU�
� 2 rA� � � rU� Ar2U� r2A

ÿ �
U

� rsM� �AU� 2sM rA� �U
� 2sM A rU� � � s2

M AU

which can be further developed to become

�r � sM�2AU � Ar2U� 2 rA� � sM A� � rU

� sM�f � r� � rA� � sM A�gU;
where the ÑÕs, in the third term, do not act beyond
the curly braces { }. Now, if A (henceforth to be
designated as AM in order to remind us that its
dimensions are M �M) is chosen to be a solution
of the following equation:

rAM � sM AM � 0; �18�
then the above (kinetic energy) expression becomes

� AMr2U;

and so Eq. (16) becomes

ÿ 1

2m
AMr2U� u� ÿ E�AMU � 0:

Assuming that AM is a regular matrix, we ®nally
obtain the SE within the diabatic representation

ÿ 1

2m
r2U� WM� ÿ E�U � 0: �19�

Here, WM is de®ned as

WM � Aÿ1
M uAM �20�

the diabatic potential matrix which, in contrast to
u, is a full matrix (of dimensions M �M).

In what follows, the A matrix (or the AM ma-
trix) will be called the ADT matrix. Since AM is an
orthogonal matrix [16], WM , in Eq. (20), can also
be written as

WM � �AM�yuAM ; �21�

where �AM�y is the complex conjugate of AM .

3.2. The introduction of the line integral

The importance of the ADT matrix originates
from the fact that given the adiabatic potential
matrix, it yields the diabatic potential matrix.
Since the potentials that govern the motion of
atomic species have to be analytic and single-
valued, and since the adiabatic potentials usually
have these features, we expect the ADT to yield
diabatic potentials with the same features. Whereas
the analyticity feature is, in general, guaranteed if
the ADT matrix is analytic, it is the uniqueness
requirement which is more crucial. The di�cul-
ties in this respect are connected with the multi-
valuedness of the ADT matrix (see Appendix B).
Both subjects, namely the analyticity and the
multi-valuedness will be discussed next.

3.2.1. The su�cient conditions for having uniquely
de®ned diabatic potentials

From Eq. (21), it is seen that whenever AM is a
matrix with the elements which are uniquely de-
®ned in CS, the same applies to the elements of
WM . Therefore, we have the following lemma:

The su�cient condition for having uniquely de-
®ned diabatic potentials in a given region is that the
elements of AM be uniquely de®ned functions in that
region.

As is noticed from Eq. (18), the features of AM

are determined by sM and therefore our task is to
®nd out what properties the matrix sM must have
in order to guarantee the uniqueness of AM . This
subject was discussed frequently in the literature
[16,19], and so we just give here the ®nal result
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namely, that the sM matrix elements have to be
analytic functions in the region under consider-
ation and must ful®ll at every point the following
conditions:

o
op

sMq ÿ o
oq

sMp � sMq; sMp

� �
; �22�

where p and q are any two nuclear coordinates,
and sMp and sMq are the corresponding components
of sM (the expression on the right-hand side stands
for the commutation relation between the two
components of sM ). Eq. (22) can also be written as
a vector equation:

CurlsM � sM � sM : �23�
As for the regularity of AM , this feature is guar-
anteed by the fact that sM is a real antisymmetric
matrix [16].

3.2.2. The necessary conditions for having analytic
diabatic potentials

The situation changes signi®cantly if within the
region of interest, elements of the sM (vector)
matrix become singular at a point(s). The di�culty
in such a case is not only because the AM matrix
(and therefore also the diabatic WM matrix) is not
well de®ned at that particular point but that the
resulting AM matrix may not be uniquely de®ned
in the whole region and therefore may lead to
multi-valued diabatic potentials (later, we shall
discuss two such examples). The question therefore
is: can an AM matrix which is not uniquely de®ned
in CS yield uniquely de®ned diabatic potentials.
Before going into the analysis of this situation, we
want to refer to a statement that frequently ap-
pears in the literature, namely, that in such a case
(i.e. when the non-adiabatic coupling terms be-
come singular), an AM matrix does not exist. This
is a wrong statement because AM is a solution of
Eq. (18) and, as this equation is a ®rst-order dif-
ferential equation, its solution is given, without
ambiguity, in the form [18,19]:

AM�s; s0� � exp

�
ÿ
Z s

s0

ds � sM

�
AM�s0�: �24�

Here, the integration is performed along a path C,
and s and s0 are two points de®ned on C. The

solution in Eq. (24) is well de®ned as long as sM ,
along C, is well de®ned. However, as mentioned
earlier, the solution may not be uniquely de®ned
at every point in CS. Still, we claim that under
certain circumstances, such a solution will lead to
uniquely de®ned diabatic potentials. This brings us
to the necessary condition for having uniquely
de®ned diabatic potentials (to simplify the nota-
tion, we omit the subscript M from W, s and A).

Let us consider a closed path C de®ned in terms
of a continuous parameter k so that the starting
point s0 of the path is at k � 0. Next, we de®ne b as
the value attained by k once the path completes a
full cycle and returns to its starting point. Thus,
for instance, in case of a circle, k is an angle and
b� 2p [35,36].

Having introduced these de®nitions, we can
now express our assumption regarding the unique-
ness of W �s; s0� in the following way: At each point
s0 in CS, the diabatic potential matrix W �k� ��
W �s; s0�� has to ful®ll the relation

W �k � 0� � W �k � b�: �25�
Following Eq. (21), this requirement implies that
for every point s0, we have

Ay�0�u�0�A�0� � Ay�b�u�b�A�b�: �26�
Next is introduced another transformation matrix,
D, de®ned as

D � A�b�Ay�0� �27�
which, for every s0 and a given path C, connects
between u(b) and u(0):

u�b� � Du�0�Dy: �28�
The D matrix is by de®nition a unitary matrix

(it is a product of two unitary matrices) and at this
stage except for being dependent on C and, even-
tually, on s0, it is rather arbitrary. In what follows,
we shall derive some features of D.

Since the adiabatic eigenvalues are uniquely
de®ned at each point in CS, we have u�0� � u�b�
and, therefore, Eq. (28) implies

u�0� � Du�0�Dy: �29�
By performing the multiplication, it can be shown
that it yields the following system of equations
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between the adiabatic eigenvalues uj�0� and the D
matrix elements:X
j�1

DykjDkj

�
ÿ dkj

�
uj�0� � 0: �30�

Eq. (30) has to hold for every arbitrary point s0

�� k � 0� on the path C and for an essential, ar-
bitrary set of non-zero adiabatic eigenvalues,
uj�s0�, j � 1; . . . ;M . Due to the arbitrariness of s0

and therefore also of the uj�s0�Õs, Eq. (30) can be
satis®ed if and only if the D matrix elements ful®ll
the relation

DykjDkj � dkj; j; k 6 M �31�
or

Djk � djk exp�ivk�: �32�
Thus, D is a diagonal matrix which contains in its
diagonal complex numbers whose norm is 1 (this
derivation holds as long as the adiabatic potentials
are singled-valued, i.e. non-degenerate along the
path C).

Recalling Eq. (27), we obtain

AM�b� � DM AM�0�; �33�
where the subscript M was added to remind us that
the derivation was done for an M-dimensional
sub-space.

The conclusion from this treatment is that the
necessary condition for having uniquely diabatic
potentials is not that the AM matrix be uniquely
de®ned in CS but that, upon following a closed
path, it ful®lls the conditions speci®ed by Eqs. (32)
and (33).

3.3. The quantization of the non-adiabatic coupling
matrix

We consider again Eq. (24) but this time for a
closed path. In this case, Eq. (24) becomes identi-
cal to Eq. (33) (because the upper limit of the in-
tegral in Eq. (24) becomes equal to s0) so that in
fact the D matrix can be explicitly derived from the
expression [36]

D � exp

I
C

ds � s
� �

; �34�

where, to simplify the notations, the subscript M
was again deleted. Eq. (34) reveals an important
feature of the D matrix, namely, that it depends
solely on the path C but not on any particular
point along the path. Next, in order for this matrix
to yield a physical diabatic potential matrix, it also
has to ful®ll the condition given in Eq. (32). These
two conditions form a general Ôquantization-typeÕ
condition to be imposed on the s matrices.

It is important to mention that although s is a
vector of matrices, the fact that we encounter in
Eq. (34) the scalar product s � ds (which is equal to
ss ds where ss, the component of s along C [19], is a
scalar matrix) permits continuing the derivation as
though a scalar and not a vector matrix is in-
volved. Next, we rewrite Eq. (34) in a more Ôex-
plicitÕ form as [18]

D �
YK

k�0

Gy�sk�E�sk�G�sk�; �35�

where {sk, k � 0; 1; . . . ;K} is a series of points
along C (the point sk, the last point in this series, is
identical to s0), G�sk� is a unitary matrix that di-
agonalizes s�sk� at sk (Gy�sk� is its complex conju-
gate) and E�sk� is a diagonal matrix with the
elements

En�sk� � exp

�
ÿ i

Z sk

skÿ1

ds � tn�s�
�
; �36�

where it is assumed that sk is close enough to skÿ1

to allow the expansion in Eq. (35). The order in
Eq. (35) is such that the k � 0 term is to the ex-
treme right in the product. The matrix it�s� is the
diagonal matrix that contains the eigenvalues of
s�s� as calculated at a point s on C (we recall that
since all s�s� matrices are antisymmetric, they all
have imaginary (or zero) eigenvalues itn�s�).

To get some insight into what this relation im-
plies for the D matrix, we make a simplifying as-
sumption, namely, that the G�s� is a non-varying
(or at most a slowly varying) function of the co-
ordinates along a given path, so that for each two
adjacent points, we may assume

G�sk�Gy�skÿ1� � I : �37�
If this is the case, then Eq. (35) can be written as
[36]
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D � Gy�k � b�exp

�
ÿ i

I
C

ds � t�s�
�

G�k � 0�;

�38�
where b (and k) are those de®ned in the previous
paragraph. It is important to mention that al-
though the two G matrices in Eq. (38) are not
necessarily identical (they are de®ned for the same
point in CS but it is not obvious that the s matrices
are the same), they have to be such due to Eq. (37).
Therefore, Eq. (38) becomes

D � Gy�s0�exp

�
ÿ i

I
C

ds � t�s�
�

G�s0�: �39a�

It can be seen that the explicit representation of the
D matrix in Eq. (38) is consistent with the re-
quirement imposed on D as expressed in Eq. (28):
The matrix D transforms u�0� to u�b� while mov-
ing along a closed path C in a certain direction.
From Eq. (28), we also obtain that Dy transforms
u�b� to u�0� while moving along C but in the op-
posite direction. The D matrix in Eq. (38) indeed
possesses this feature. From Eq. (38), the matrix
Dy is given in the form

Dy � Gy�k � 0�exp i

I
C

ds � t�s�
� �

G�k � b�:

�39b�
It is seen that it produces the backward transfor-
mation, where we start with G�b�, move with a
directional step sizes �ÿds�, (namely backwards)
and end up with G�0�.

In the previous section, we showed that D has
to be a diagonal matrix with numbers of norm 1 in
its diagonal (but not necessarily a unit matrix).
The D matrix, for the approximate case described
above, is explicitly presented in Eq. (38) in terms of
the eigenvalues of the s matrix. It is obvious that
an arbitrary set of functions t�s� will not yield the
required D matrix. In other words, the functions
t�s� (or the s matrix) must have certain features in
order to form such diagonal D matrices. The
conditions to be ful®lled by the s matrix (or better,
by its eigenvalues) are reminiscent of the quanti-
zation of the component of the angular momen-
tum operator along a closed path as was assumed,
by Bohr and Sommerfeld [41], in the early days of

quantum mechanics. The meaning of this state-
ment will be clari®ed by the following examples.

4. The treatment of simpli®ed systems

In this section, we discuss two simple examples
to show that Eq. (38) indeed implies quantization.

4.1. The two-state system [35,36]

The s matrix in this case is given as

s � 0 t
ÿt 0

� �
; �40a�

where t, at this stage, is an arbitrary vector of
functions. The matrix G that diagonalizes s is of
the form

G � 1���
2
p 1 1

i ÿi

� �
�40b�

and the corresponding eigenvalues are �it. Since G
is a constant matrix, the matrix D can be derived
explicitly (see Eq. (38)):

D � cos
H

t � ds
ÿ � ÿ sin

H
t � ds

ÿ �
sin

H
t � ds

ÿ �
cos

H
t � ds

ÿ �� �
: �41�

It is noticed that in order for D to be diagonal (and
to have either (�1)s or (ÿ1)s in the diagonal), the t
matrix element along a given (closed) path C has
to ful®ll the condition

1

2p

I
C

t � ds � n
2
; �42�

where n is an integer. These conditions are very
close to being the Bohr±Sommerfeld quantization
conditions [36] (as applied to the eigenvalue of the
s matrix).

Eq. (42) presents the condition for the extended
conical intersection case (the simple case is de®ned
as the case where t � �n=2q� and ds � qdu; q and
u being polar coordinates) [35]. It is important to
indicate that if n is an odd integer, the diagonal of
the D matrix contains (ÿ1)s and in this case the s
matrix will produce topological e�ects because the
two electronic eigenfunctions will change sign up-
on tracing a closed path. This case is a general-
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ization of the ordinary Jahn±Teller model as was
studied by HLH [1] for the case that t � ds �
�1=2�du, (see Appendix A). If n is an even integer,
the diagonal of the D matrix contains (�1)s (thus
the D matrix becomes a unit matrix), and in this
case, the s matrix will not produce any topological
(symmetry) e�ects. This case is known as the
Renner±Teller model [42,43,45].

Here, we treated the most general two-state case
and the question to be asked is whether molecular
systems like that exist. In order to answer this
question, Mebel et al. recently studied the lower
states of the C2H molecule [61] and employing the
MOLPRO program package [62] calculated the six
relevant (Cartesian) non-adiabatic coupling terms
between the two following states: X 2R�(1 2A0) and
the A 2P �2 2A0 � 1 2A00�. These non-adiabatic cou-
pling elements were then transformed, employing

chain rules [26,27], into non-adiabatic coupling
elements with respect to the internal coordinates of
C2H molecule, namely, hfijofj=or1i�� sr1

�, hfijofj=
or2
i�� sr2

�, hfijofj=oui�� su�, where r1 and r2 are
the CC and CH distances, respectively, and c is the
relevant CC� � �CH angle (see Fig. 1). A detailed
inspection of these non-adiabatic coupling terms
revealed the existence of a possible CI between
these two (lowest) states at the point (u � 0, r1 �
1:35 �A, r2 � 1:60 �A). Next, employing the follow-
ing line integral (i.e. a line integral of the kind
given in Eq. (42)) [16,19],

c�ujr1; r2� �
Z u

0

du0su�u0jr1; r2�: �43�

Mebel et al. calculated b�r1; r2� de®ned as c�u �
2pjr1; r2� for various values of r1 and r2. In all

Fig. 1. The geometry, the non-adiabatic coupling matrix elements su (u|r1� 1.35 �A, r2) and the ADT angles c (u|r1 � 1:35 �A, r2) as

calculated along various circular paths de®ned in terms of three r2-values: (a) r2 � 1:80 �A, (b) r2 � 2:00 �A and (c) r2 � 3:35 �A.
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cases, they got for b�r1; r2� either p (when r2 was in
the region {r2}� {1.60, 3.35 �A }) or zero (when r2

was outside it). The reason is that as long as r2 is in
this region, it forms a circle that contains exactly
one CI (see Fig. 1a and b); in case r2 > 3:35 �A, it
forms a circle that contains two symmetrical CIs
on the side of each carbon atom (see Fig. 1c), and
in case r2 < 1:60 �A, it forms a circle that does
not contain any CI. Since this is the case for any
values of r1 and r2, it implies that the two states
under consideration form an isolated two-state
sub-Hilbert space.

4.2. Tri-state systems

Two types of tri-state models are discussed
next. The ®rst model (which is closely related to

the previous two-state model) is simple enough so
that the whole treatment can be carried out ana-
lytically. Although simple, it yields unexpected and
interesting results. In what follows, it is termed the
Ôanalytical tri-state modelÕ. The second model is
more general and therefore had to be studied nu-
merically. Nevertheless some general conclusions
can be drawn from this study.

4.2.1. The analytical tri-state model [35,36]
The analytical model is characterized by fol-

lowing general tri-state s matrix

s �
0 t1 t2

ÿt1 0 t3

ÿt2 ÿt3 0

0@ 1A; �44�

where tj, j � 1, 2, 3 are, at this stage, vectors of
arbitrary functions of the nuclear coordinates. To
continue, we need to introduce a closed path C and
consider the s matrix elements along this line (this
matrix will be designated as ss). In what follows,
whenever we mention tj we mean its component
along this path. The G matrix that diagonalizes ss

is

G � 1

-k
���
2
p

it2-ÿ t3t1 ÿit2-ÿ t3t1 t3k
���
2
p

it3-� t2t1 ÿit3-� t2t1 ÿt2k
���
2
p

k2 k2 t1k
���
2
p

0@ 1A;
�45�

where k and - are de®ned as

k �
�������������
t2
2 � t2

3

q
; - �

����������������������
t2
1 � t2

2 � t2
3

q
: �46�

The three eigenvalues of the G matrix are:
�0;�i-�. To derive the D matrix (see Eq. (38)), it is
assumed that tj=- and tj=k, j � 1, 2, 3 are not
dependent on the nuclear coordinates or atmost
are slowly varying functions of them. Thus D can
be calculated in a straightforward way:

Here, all tjÕs are calculated at the end point of the
closed path and S1, C1 and S2 are de®ned as fol-
lows:

S1 � sin

I
C

-ds
� �

;

C1 � cos

I
C

-ds
� �

;

S2 � sin2 1

2

I
C

-ds
� �

:

�48�

It is noticed that D becomes diagonal if and only if

1

2p

I
C

-ds � 1

2p

I
C

����������������������
t2
1 � t2

2 � t2
3

q
ds � n; �49�

where n is an integer. Similar ÔquantizationÕ laws
exist in case one of the tjÕs becoming zero ( if 2 out
of the 3 tjÕs become zero then we are back to the
two-state case and n is allowed to be half an in-
teger). Returning now to Eq. (44), it is noticed that
the elements of the s matrix cannot be arbitrary
functions but have to be chosen in such a way that
they ful®ll the ÔquantizationÕ law given in Eq. (49)
for any assumed path C.

D � -ÿ2

t2
3 � �t2

1 � t2
2�C1 t1S1-ÿ 2t2t3S2 ÿt2S1-� 2t1t3S2

t1S1-ÿ 2t2t3S2 t2
2 � �t2

1 � t2
3�C1 ÿt3S1-� 2t1t2S2

t2S1-� 2t1t3S2 t3S1-� 2t1t2S2 t2
1 � �t2

2 � t2
3�C1

0@ 1A : �47�
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The analysis of the tri-state case reveals that the
s matrix in Eq. (44) is incapable of producing to-
pological e�ects because the D matrix elements do

not change sign upon completion of a cycle. This
feature seems to be independent of how many CIs
the path C encircles. In other words, the ADT
matrix elements, due to Eq. (33), are single-valued
in CS. This by itself is an interesting ®nding but,
although being quite general, it does not imply
that topological e�ects may not show up in tri-
state systems or that they are very rare (in the next
section a tri-state model in which topological ef-
fects are apparent is presented). Still the implica-
tion of this study is that if various non-adiabatic
coupling terms are smoothly behaving functions of
the cyclic coordinate, topological e�ects will not
show up in such a tri-state system.

4.2.2. A general tri-state model
To derive for a general tri-state system the 3� 3

ADT matrix A, Top and Baer [26] developed a
procedure based on the idea that A �� A�3�� is an
orthogonal matrix and therefore can be expressed
in terms of three (Euler-type) angles hij, i > j � 1,
2, 3. A way to do it is [19,26]

A�3��c12; c23; c13� �
Y
i<j

Q�3�ij �cij�; �50�

where the matrices Q�3�ij �cij� are rotation matrices
which contain in the diagonal, in positions (ii) and
(jj), the function cos�cij�, in the third (diagonal)
position the unity, in positions (ij) and (ji) �j 6� i�,
it contains sin�cij� and �ÿ sin�cij�� respectively and
the rest are zeros. For instance, Q�3�13 �c13� is of the
form

Q�3�13 �c13� �
cosc13 0 sinc13

0 1 0
ÿ sinc13 0 cosc13

0@ 1A: �51�

If the order of the product in Eq. (50) is taken as
�12� � �23� � �13�, then it can be shown by a di-
rect multiplication that the A�3� matrix is

where cij � cos�cij� and sij � sin�cij�.
The three angles are obtained by solving the

following three (partially) coupled ®rst-order dif-
ferential equations [44]:

rc12 � ÿs12 ÿ tanc23�ÿs13 cosc12 � s23 sinc12�;
rc23 � ÿ�s23 cosc12 � s13 sinc12�;
rc13 � ÿ�cosc23�ÿ1�ÿs13 cosc12 � s23 sinc12�:

�53�

In what follows, we treat a tri-state model sys-
tem de®ned in a plane in terms of two polar co-
ordinates �q;u�. In order to guarantee that the
non-adiabatic matrix s yields single-valued dia-
batic potentials, we shall start with a 3� 3 diabatic
potential matrix and form, employing the Hell-
mann±Feynmann theorem [19], the corresponding
non-adiabatic coupling matrix s. The main pur-
pose of studying this example is to show that the
A matrix may not be uniquely de®ned in CS
although the diabatic potentials are all single-
valued.

The tri-state diabatic potential that is employed
in this study is closely related (but not identical) to
the one used by Cocchini et al. [45,46] to study the
excited states of Na3. It is of the following form
(for more details, see Ref. [44]):

V �
eE � U1 U2 W1 ÿ W2

U2 eE ÿ U1 W1 � W2

W1 ÿ W2 W1 � W2 eA

0@ 1A: �54�

Here, eE and eA are the values of two electronic
states (an E-type state and an A-type-state, re-
spectively), Ui, i � 1, 2 are two potentials de®ned
as

A�3� �
c12c13 ÿ s12s23s13 s12s23 c12s13 � c12s23c13

ÿs12c13 ÿ c12s23s13 c12c23 ÿs12s13 � c12s23c13

ÿc23s13 ÿs23 c23c13

0@ 1A; �52�
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U1 � kqcosu� 1
2
gq2 cos�2u� �55a�

and

U2 � kq sinuÿ 1
2
gq2 sin�2u�: �55b�

Wi, i � 1, 2 are potentials of the same functional
form as the UiÕs but de®ned in terms of a di�erent
set of parameters f and p, which replace g and k,
respectively. The numerical values for these four
parameters are [45,46]

k �
���
2
p

p � 5:53 a:u: and

g �
���
2
p

f � 0:152 a:u:

Eq. (53) are solved, for ®xed q-values, but for a
varying angular coordinate, u, de®ned along the
interval �0; 2p�. Thus, q serves as a parameter and
the results will be presented for several q-values. A
second parameter that will be used is the potential
energy shift, De �� eE ÿ eA�, de®ned as the shift
between the two original coupled adiabatic states
and the third state at the origin, i.e., at q � 0 (in
case De � 0, all three states are degenerate at the
origin). The results will be presented for several De
values.

In Fig. 2 are shown the three non-adiabatic
coupling terms suij�u�, i; j � 1; 2; 3 �i > j� as cal-
culated for di�erent values of q and De. The
main feature to be noticed is the well-de®ned
(sharp) tri-peak structure of su12 and su23 as a
function of u. There are other interesting features
to be noticed but are of less relevance to the pre-
sent study (for a more extensive discussion, see
Ref. [44]).

In Fig. 3 are presented the three c-angles as a
function of u for various values of q and De. The
two main features, which are of interest for the
present study, are (1) Following a full cycle, all
three angles in all situations obtain the values ei-
ther p or zero. (2) In each case (namely for each set
of q and De), following a full cycle, two angles
become zero and one becomes p. From Eq. (52), it
is noticed that the A matrix is diagonal at u � 0
and u � 2p but in the ®rst case A is the unit matrix
and in the second case it has two (ÿ1)s and one
(�1) in its diagonal. Recalling Eq. (27), this im-
plies that the D matrix is, indeed, diagonal and has

in its diagonal numbers of norm 1. However, the
most interesting fact is that, unlike the D in the
previous section, here D is not the unit matrix. In
other words, the ADT matrix presented in Eq. (52)
is not single-valued in CS although the corre-
sponding diabatic potential matrix is single-
valued, by de®nition (see Eqs. (54) and (55)). The
fact that D has two (ÿ1)s and one (�1) in its
diagonal implies that the present s matrix, unlike
the 3� 3 s matrix of the previous section, pro-
duces topological e�ects: two electronic eigen-
functions will change sign upon completion of a
motion along a closed path and one electronic
function will not change sign.

Fig. 2. The three non-adiabatic coupling terms (obtained for

the model potential described in Section 3) as a function u
calculated for di�erent values of q and De: (a) s � s12, De � 0:0;

(b) s � s12, De � 0:05; (c) s � s12, De � 0:5; (d) s � s23,

De � 0:0; (e) s � s23, De � 0:05; (f) s � s23, De � 0:5; (g) s � s13,

De � 0:0; (h) s � s13, De � 0:05; (i) s � s13, De � 0:5 ((Ð):

q � 0:01; (± ± ±): q � 0:1; (- - -): q � 0:5; (� � �): q � 1:0).
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5. The extended approximate Born±Oppenheimer

equation

In this section, we derive the (extended) BO
approximation which, in contrast to the original
BO approximation, contains the e�ect of the non-
adiabatic coupling term [37,38,40].

The starting point of approximate treatments of
molecular dynamics is the BO treatment, which is
based on the fact that within molecular systems the
fast moving electrons can be distinguished from
the slow moving nuclei. Within the BO approxi-
mation, one assumes that the non-adiabatic cou-
pling terms are negligibly small and that therefore

the upper electronic states do not a�ect the nuclear
wave function on the lower surface. The relevance
of this assumption is not considered to be depen-
dent on the energy of the system. However, the
ordinary BO approximation was also employed
for cases where these coupling terms are not nec-
essarily small, assuming that the energy can be
made as low as required. The justi®cation for ap-
plying the approximation in such a case is that for
a low enough energy, the upper adiabatic surfaces
are classically forbidden, implying that the com-
ponents of the total wave function related to these
states are negligibly small. As a result, the terms
that contain the product of these components with
the non-adiabatic coupling terms are also small
and will have a minor e�ect on the dynamical
process. This assumption, which underlies many of
the single-state dynamical calculations performed
during the last three decades, becomes question-
able when some of the non-adiabatic coupling
terms are in®nitely large. The reason is that al-
though the components of the total wave function
may be negligibly small, their product with the
large non-adiabatic coupling terms will result in
non-negligible values, sometimes even inde®nitely
large values. In that case, this aspect of the BO
approximation will break down for any energy no
matter how low.

As is well known (and as follows from their
de®nition), the non-adiabatic coupling terms ap-
pear in the o�-diagonal positions in the SE (see
Eq. (7)). In order to form a single approximate
BO equation that contains the non-adiabatic
coupling terms, these terms must ®rst be shifted
from their original o�-diagonal positions to the
diagonal. In the ®rst publication on this subject,
the present author and Englman [38] showed that
such a possibility exists and they derived, for
the two-state case, an approximate version of
the BO equation which indeed contains the non-
adiabatic coupling term. There are also two other,
additional, derivations [39,40]. In the latest ver-
sion [40], the general M-state case is treated.
Here, we present this derivation but due to short-
age of space, it will be done for a two-state case
only.

This chapter is divided into two sub-sections: in
the ®rst is presented the theory (for the two-state

Fig. 3. The three ADT angles (obtained by solving Eq. (10a)) as

a function u calculated for di�erent values of q and De: (a)

h � h12, De � 0:0; (b) h � h12, De � 0:05; (c) h � h12, De � 0:25;

(d) h � h23, De � 0:0; (e) h � h23, De � 0:05; (f) h � h23,

De � 0:25; (g) h � h13, De � 0:0; (h) h � h13, De � 0:05; (i)

h � h13, De � 0:25 ((Ð): q � 0:01; (- - -): q � 0:1; (� � �): q � 0:5).
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case) and in the second is worked out a numerical
example based on a (ÔreactiveÕ) scattering model.

5.1. Theoretical derivations

Our starting equation is Eq. (15) and the pre-
sent derivation will be carried out for M � 2. In
this case, the s matrix is of the following form:

s � 0 t
ÿt 0

� �
�see Eq: �40a��;

and therefore, the two adiabatic coupled equations
are�
ÿ 1

2m
r2 � ~u1 ÿ E

�
w1 ÿ

1

2m
2t � r� � rt�w2 � 0;�

ÿ 1

2m
r2 � ~u2 ÿ E

�
w2 �

1

2m
2t � r� � rt�w1 � 0;

�56�
where

~uj � uj ÿ 1

2m
t2; j � 1; 2: �57�

In what follows, we shall be interested in the
unitary matrix G which diagonalizes the s matrix,
namely

G � 1���
2
p 1 1

i ÿi

� �
: �58�

The corresponding eigenvalues are �it.
Replacing, in Eq. (56), the two-component

function W � �w1;w2� by v � �v1; v2� where the
two are related through G:

W � Gv; �59�
and multiplying the resulting two coupled equa-
tions by Gy (the complex conjugate matrix of G),
we get the following two coupled equations for
v� (v1, v2):

It is important to emphasize that Eq. (60), just like
Eq. (56), are exact in the sense that in deriving
them no approximations were made.

Eq. (60) is characterized by an interesting fea-
ture: in contrast to Eq. (56), all the terms that
contain the non-adiabatic coupling term t are now
in the diagonal positions (in Eq. (56), two out of
three terms were in the o�-diagonal positions). As
we shall see, this fact will permit the derivation of
the extended BO approximation which, in contrast
to the ordinary BO approximation, contains the
non-adiabatic coupling terms.

Eq. (60) is written in a somewhat odd way be-
cause the o�-diagonal term is multiplied by the
di�erence between the two unknown functions and
not by the corresponding function belonging to the
other equation as is usually the case. By writing it
in this way, we are, in fact, preparing the intro-
duction of the approximation that will lead to the
decoupling of the two SEs. For this, we assume
that the energy of the system is low enough so that
the upper adiabatic surface, u2, is classically for-
bidden at any point in CS. If the energy is, indeed,
low enough, the corresponding adiabatic wave
function, w2, is expected to be negligibly small
at every point. Recalling Eq. (58), it is seen that
j�v1 ÿ v2�j � jw2j and so if, jw2j is negligibly small,
so is the di�erence j�v1 ÿ v2�j, and therefore,
the approximation that will be applied is to delete
the second term in each of the two equations so
that we are left with a set of two decoupled
equations:

�
ÿ 1

2m
r2 � ~u1 ÿ E � i

2m
2t � r� � rt�

�
v1 � 0;�

ÿ 1

2m
r2 � ~u1 ÿ E ÿ i

2m
2t � r� � rt�

�
v2 � 0;

�61�
or also

�
ÿ 1

2m
r2 � ~u1 ÿ E � i

2m
2t � r� � rt�

�
v1 �

1

2
�~u2 ÿ ~u1��v1 ÿ v2� � 0;�

ÿ 1

2m
r2 � ~u1 ÿ E ÿ i

2m
2t � r� � rt�

�
v1 ÿ

1

2
�~u2 ÿ ~u1��v1 ÿ v2� � 0:

�60�
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�
ÿ 1

2m
�r � it�2 � �u1 ÿ E�

�
vj � 0; j � 1; 2:

�62�
As is noted, the two equations are very similar and
di�er only with regard to the imaginary elements
�it. The question is which solution one should
adopt if, indeed, the two equations yield di�erent
solutions. Since the solution of a di�erential
equation depends on both the equation itself and
the assumed boundary conditions, we shall, in
what follows, examine both.

The equations: In Section 3.3, we showed that
the elements of a s matrix cannot be arbitrary but
have to ful®ll certain requirements in order for
them to yield single-valued diabatic potentials
(which, just like adiabatic PESs, have to be single-
valued). We also found that in case of a two-state
system, the single non-adiabatic coupling term t�s�
has to ful®ll Eq. (42), namely

1

2p

I
C

t � ds � n
2
�see Eq: �42��;

where n is an integer. Since the two equations are
characterized by the same function t�s� and the
only di�erence is the sign in front of t�s�, the two
equations are gauge invariant and therefore yield
the same solution for identical boundary condition
[24,47±50].

The boundary conditions: To determine the
boundary conditions for the two functions vj,
j � 1, 2 we have to examine ®rst the boundary
conditions of wj, j � 1, 2. Assuming the calcula-
tion is done for the condition where the system is
concentrated on the lower surface, namely

w1 � w1i and w2 � 0;

the boundary conditions for vj, j � 1, 2 are (fol-
lowing Eqs. (58) and (59)):

v1 � v2 � �1=2�1=2w1i:

Since the boundary conditions for v1 and v2 are
the same and since the two equations are gauge
invariant, the two vj-solutions will be identical and
this will guarantee, following the back transfor-

mation (see Eq. (59)), that at every point in CS the
function w2 � 0. This applies also to any asymp-
totic region for which the solution is required. The
fact that both equations yield identical solutions
implies that we have to solve only one of the
equations in Eq. (62).

To summarize what has been achieved here we
say the following: the extended version of the BO
approximation which takes into account topolog-
ical e�ects is the equation�
ÿ 1

2m
�r � it�2 � �u1 ÿ E�

�
v � 0; �63�

where t is the non-adiabatic coupling term.
In Appendix A, we derived a similar equation

[6] namely�
ÿ 1

2m
�r � ira�2 � �u1 ÿ E�

�
v � 0; �64�

where a is HLH phase. It is noticed that Eq. (64) is
very similar to Eq. (63), and if the two equations
are solved for the same boundary conditions, the
solutions will be similar and eventually identical.
The main di�erence between the two equations
is that whereas Eq. (63) is based on the non-
adiabatic coupling term, a magnitude that natu-
rally originates from the BO treatment, Eq. (64) is
based on a phase that was introduced in an ad hoc
way. The connection between the two is not obvi-
ous because this phase is connected to the eigen-
function that belongs to the lower adiabatic state
only. This distinction may not always be crucial
but what is more interesting is that we arrived at
an extended BO equation without having to rely
on an ad hoc magnitude as was required in de-
riving Eq. (64).

As a last subject in this case, we would like to
comment on the relation between the HLH phase
and the ADT angle. In Ref. [16], Eq. (18) was
solved for the case of M � 2. As the matrix A is an
orthogonal matrix, it can be written as

A � cosc sinc
ÿ sinc cosc

� �
; �65�

where c is the ADT angle. Substituting Eq. (65) in
Eq. (18) yields the equation for c:
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rc � t: �66�

Now, if the function t, in Eq. (63), is replaced by
Eq. (66), then it can be seen that this modi®ed
equation becomes identical to Eq. (64) if the HLH
phase a is identi®ed with the ADT angle c. It is
important to emphasize that due to the quantiza-
tion as discussed earlier and presented in Eq. (42),
the two angles are identical for all purposes.

5.2. A scattering model study

5.2.1. The non-adiabatic coupling terms and the
potentials

The model to be applied was described on sev-
eral occasions [37,51,52] and here we shall discuss
it only brie¯y. It was used in two di�erent ways;
once within the time independent framework
[37,52] and once within the time dependent
framework [51]. In this paper, we refer to the time
independent version.

We consider a planar system described in terms
of two Cartesian coordinates �R; r� where their
range is ÿ1 6 x 61, x � r, R or two polar co-
ordinates �q;u� where their range is 0 6 q 61
and 0 6 u 6 2p, respectively. The two systems of
coordinates are related to each other as

R � q sinu and r � qcosu:

The model consists of two kinds of functions:
the non-adiabatic coupling terms and the adiabatic
PESs. In what follows, the two types will be dis-
cussed to some extent.

The non-adiabatic coupling terms and the various
SEs: Since we consider a planar model, the vector t
is expected to be of two components: t � �tu; tq�
which for the present model are assumed to be

tu � 1

2q
; tq � 0 �67a�

or in Cartesian coordinates t � �tR; tr�:

tR � ÿ 1

2

r
r2 � R2

; tr � 1

2

R
r2 � R2

: �67b�

Substituting Eq. (67a) for the two t-compo-
nents, Eq. (56) becomes

�
ÿ 1

2m
r2 � u1 � 1

8mq2
ÿ E

�
w1 ÿ

1

2mq2

o
ou

w2 � 0;�
ÿ 1

2m
r2 � u2 � 1

8mq2
ÿ E

�
w2 �

1

2mq2

o
ou

w1 � 0:

�68�
Similar expressions can be obtained employing
Cartesian coordinates. The corresponding ex-
tended approximate BO equation, i.e., Eq. (62) is�
ÿ 1

2m
r2 � u1 � 1

8mq2
ÿ E � i

1

2mq
o
ou

�
v � 0:

�69�
For completeness, we also mention the ordinary
BO equation�
ÿ 1

2m
r2 � u1 ÿ E

�
v � 0: �70�

The adiabatic potential matrix: Next, the two
adiabatic potential energy surfaces uj, j � 1, 2 are
constructed. These will be presented in terms of
the Cartesian coordinates R and r. Thus,

u1�R; r� � 1
2
m x0� ÿ x�R��2r2 � Af �R; r� �71a�

and

u2�R; r� � 1
2
mx2

0r2 ÿ �Dÿ A�f �R; r�; �71b�
where m, x0, A and D are constants (their values
are listed in Table 1), the function f �R; r� is chosen
to be a two-variable Gaussian which peaks at
�0; 0�:

f �R; r� � exp

�
ÿ R2 � r2

r2

�
; �72�

Table 1

Adiabatic potential energy parameters used in the two-state

calculations

m 0.58 amu

A 3.0 eV

D 5.0 eV

r 0.30 �A
r0 0.75 �A

x0 39:14� 1013 sÿ1

-0 7:83� 1013 sÿ1
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and x�R� is an R-dependent frequency given in the
form

x�R� � -0 exp

�
ÿ R2

r2
0

�
: �73�

The values of r and r0 are also listed in Table 1. In
Fig. 4, is presented the two 2-dimensional adia-
batic PESs. It can be seen that these potentials
describe a two-arrangement channel system, the
reagent-arrangement de®ned for R!1 and a
product-arrangement de®ned for R! ÿ1.

This completes the derivation of the model.

5.2.2. Numerical results and discussion
In the numerical study, we concentrate on two

aspects: (1) we show that the ordinary BO ap-
proximation (i.e. Eq. (70)) fails to reproduce the
accurate results as obtained by solving Eq. (68) (in
fact, we solved the corresponding coupled equa-
tions within the diabatic framework [37,52,53]),
and (2) we show that the extended approximate
BO equation, given in Eq. (69), reproduces these
results with a very encouraging accuracy.

We start by brie¯y commenting on how the
three di�erent types of equations are solved. Eq.
(70) can be solved employing any method and no
di�culties are expected in this case. To solve Eq.
(68) ± which contains the singular non-adiabatic
coupling terms ± we usually eliminate it by trans-
forming to the diabatic framework [16±19]. We
shall not elaborate on this transformation as it was

discussed by us on several occasions [37,38,53]. We
just say that once the coupled diabatic equations
are obtained, they can be solved in a straightfor-
ward way, employing ordinary methods. The only
equation that poses some di�culties is the ex-
tended BO equation because one has to be careful
about the boundary conditions. The derivation of
the solution for this equation was described by us
on di�erent occasions but the most detailed de-
scription was given in Ref. [38]. It will not be re-
peated here due to shortage of space.

Once all three types of SEs are solved, the rel-
evant wave functions have to be analyzed in the
two asymptotic regions with the aim of deriving
the non-reactive and the reactive state-to-state S
matrix elements, namely: �Sx�ij, x � R, NR, where
R and NR designate ÔreactiveÕ and Ônon-reactiveÕ
respectively. The indices i and j stand for the initial
(reagentsÕ) state i and the ®nal states j. Having the
S matrix elements we calculate the relevant state-
to-state transition probabilities. In Table 2 are
presented only reactive transition probabilities as
calculated for four energies, namely E � 1:0, 1.5,
2.0 and 2.5 eV. In this respect, we make the fol-
lowing three technical comments: (a) since the
lowest point of the upper surface (at the CI) is at
E � 3:0 eV, it implies that for all chosen energies,
the upper state (surface) is a classical forbidden
state or in other words a closed state throughout
the CS; (b) the threshold energy for the reactive
(ÔexchangeÕ) process is in the vicinity of E � 1:0 eV;
(c) Only reactive probabilities will be shown and
only for vi� 0 but for all possible ®nal states.

Before presenting the results we shall elaborate
on the expected e�ect of the non-adiabatic cou-
pling terms. The two adiabatic potentials u1 and u2

in Eqs. (71)±(73) are seen to be even functions of
the vibrational coordinate r (and, therefore, are
not strictly Jahn±Teller-type surfaces but the an-
gular dependence of these surfaces is of the correct
form) and therefore as long as the non-adiabatic
coupling terms are ignored, the calculated transi-
tion probabilities obey the following selection
rules, namely, even! even and odd! odd tran-
sitions are allowed, whereas even! odd and
odd! even are forbidden. Now, if following the
inclusion of the non-adiabatic coupling terms these
selection rules are a�ected to any extent, then the

Fig. 4. The two reactive adiabatic PESs applied in the quasi-

Jahn±Teller model.
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deviations can unambiguously be attributed to the
inclusion of the non-adiabatic coupling term and
these deviations will be termed geometrical (or
topological) e�ects.

In Table 2, reactive probabilities due to the
three types of calculations are presented: the ones
due to the exact treatment (namely those derived
by solving Eq. (68)) are listed in the ®rst row and
the two others due to the approximate treatments
are listed in the second row (those derived by
solving Eq. (69)) and in the third row (those de-
rived by solving Eq. (70)). It is well noticed that
the ordinary BO probabilities (third row) fail to ®t
the accurate results, whereas a nice agreement is
obtained with the results obtained by solving the
extended approximate BO equation (second row).

6. Conclusions

Some of the topics discussed here may not be
new but are addressed in a new and more general
way. Doing this, we could, on one hand, justify
various applications which, in previous publica-
tions, were rationalized, sometimes even intu-

itively, and on the other hand they open avenues
for new ideas. In fact, we tried to achieve more
than this. This is our ®rst attempt to present uni-
®ed theory for topological e�ects in molecular
physics although we are aware of the fact that
signi®cant components may still be missing. In
what follows, we refer to the main aspects of this
subject:

(1) In previous publications, we derived the di-
abatic framework that follows from the ADT,
assuming the existence of the complete Hilbert
space [16±19]. Such a strong requirement which
can never be satis®ed for realistic molecular
systems would make the diabatic framework non-
relevant for any realistic application. In this arti-
cle, we derived, employing projection operators,
all known features of the diabatic framework for a
sub-space of a Hilbert space which is assumed to
be decoupled from the remaining part of the Hil-
bert space.

(2) In previous publications, we always dis-
cussed the su�cient conditions for having diabatic
states [16]. Here, for the ®rst time, we referred to
the necessary conditions for having diabatic states.
Revealing these conditions led to a kind of Ôquan-

Table 2

Reactive state-to-state transition probabilities

0! 0 0! 1 0! 2 0! 3 0! 4 0! 5 0! 6 0! 7 0! 8 0! 9 Total

E� 1.00 eV

± 0.027a ± 0.010 0.037

± 0.030b ± 0.011 0.041

0.011c ± 0.031 ± 0.042

E� 1.5 eV

± 0.189 ± 0.034 ± 0.071 0.295

± 0.189 ± 0.038 ± 0.076 0.304

0.098 ± 0.090 ± 0.115 ± 0.304

E� 2.0 eV

± 0.068 ± 0.047 ± 0.133 ± 0.203 0.451

± 0.063 ± 0.046 ± 0.125 ± 0.215 0.454

0.047 ± 0.022 ± 0.056 ± 0.371 ± 0.446

E� 2.5 eV

± 0.105 ± 0.032 ± 0.150 ± 0.014 ± 0.319 0.621

± 0.110 ± 0.041 ± 0.163 ± 0.013 ± 0.332 0.666

0.147 ± 0.005 ± 0.010 ± 0.114 ± 0.118 ± 0.393

a Two-surface calculation.
b Single-surface calculation (including the non-adiabatic coupling term).
c Single-surface calculation (ordinary Born±Oppenheimer treatment).
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tizationÕ of the non-adiabatic coupling matrix. In
simple cases, this quantization becomes the Ôordi-
naryÕ Bohr±Sommerfeld quantization process ap-
plied to the eigenvalues of the non-adiabatic
coupling matrix. The most well-known Ôquantiza-
tionsÕ in this sense are the ones related to the Jahn±
Teller model [1±5] and the Renner±Teller model
[42,43]. In fact, we showed that the degeneracy as
expressed within these two models are the only
kinds of allowed degeneracy within a (isolated)
two-state system. In this publication, we also de-
rived the explicit ÔquantizationÕ conditions for a
tri-state model.

(3) Another subject discussed at some length is
the extended approximate (new) Born±Oppenhei-
mer approximation. This subject was introduced
some time ago [38] but the derivation was done in
an ad hoc way. Here, it is done in a much more
rigorous way while showing that this approxima-
tion is valid if and only if the non-adiabatic matrix
ful®lls the above-mentioned ÔquantizationÕ condi-
tions. Although the general derivation was omitted
here due to shortage of space [40], we discussed the
two-state case in its generality.

The subject related to topological e�ects has its
roots in the most interesting studies of Longuet-
Higgins (LH) and his collaborators [1,54±57]. In
Section 1, we emphasized the importance of these
studies in revealing the unusual phenomenon re-
lated to the possible non-uniqueness of the elec-
tronic eigenfunctions in con®guration space.
However, we questioned the way this subject was
treated. Our main hesitation is connected with the
ad hoc correction of this de®ciency by introduc-
tion of a phase factor to restore the uniqueness of
the electronic wave function [50]. Such modi®ca-
tions may sometimes obscure the real cause for the
observed phenomenon. In this publication, an
approach based solely on the non-adiabatic cou-
pling terms which smoothly overcome the incon-
venience of having the multi-valued electronic
wave functions without referring to any kind of
phases or phase factors is presented.

Early portions of this approach, for the two-
state case, were recently criticized by Kendrick
et al. [58]. We shall refer brie¯y to three subjects:
(a) the ®rst has to do with our identi®cation of the
ADT angle c with the HLH phase a as discussed in

Section (5.1) and in Appendix A (see also Ref.
[59]). The main objection of Kendrick et al. to this
identi®cation is (to put it in their words): ``As we
have seen a (they designated it as k) is de®ned only
up to a gauge transformation while c (they desig-
nated it as a) is de®ned by Eq. (66) (their Eq. (20))
up to an additive constant.'' In other words, a can
attain only discrete values (upon completion of a
closed path) as assumed by HLH whereas the c can
have in this situation any value because no re-
striction are attached to it except for being a so-
lution of Eq. (66). One of the main results of the
theory presented here is that in order for the ADT
angle c to yield uniquely de®ned diabatic poten-
tials, it has to be de®ned up to a gauge transfor-
mation just like the HLH phase a. It could be that
their criticism was in place (but apparently not
justi®ed) because the fact that the ADT angle c is
de®ned up to a gauge transformation was proved
just recently [35,36]. (b) The second subject has to
do with the validity of Eq. (43) for real systems.
Putting it in their words, ``. . . the ADT angle does
not exist for real molecular system.'' (p. 7597). An
example that contradicts this statement and shows
how wrong they can be is given in Section 4.2
where we discussed brie¯y the two lowest states of
the C2H molecule (see also Ref. [61]) and showed
that for certain arrangements of the internal co-
ordinates, the ADT angle is ``de®ned up to a gauge
transformation''. (c) The third subject is related to
the extended approximate BO equation as derived
by Baer and Englman [38]. Their main objection
was to the assumption that jw2j � j�v1 ÿ v2�j is
negligibly small. They derived, from the decoupled
equation (one of the equations in Eq. (62)), an
expression that they attributed w2 and indicated
that any one can ÔseeÕ that it is not small in any
region of CS except at those regions where a
�c� � 0 or p. In Section 5.1 is presented, among
other things, a more detailed study of the solutions
of the two newly formed decoupled (extended) BO
equations in Eq. (62). In Section 5.1, it is shown,
by examining the solutions of the two decoupled
equations, that immaterial of the value of a, w2 has
to be identically zero at any point in CS. The
reason for the two contradictory ®ndings is due to
an error made by Kendrick et al. who assumed
that w1 must be a real function and therefore
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attributed the imaginary part of v1 to w2. We could
not ®nd any justi®cation for their assumption and,
on the contrary, w1 is expected to have an imagi-
nary component if Eq. (56) is solved exactly. This
statement is supported by the numerical studies
presented by Baer et al. in Ref. [37] and by Ad-
hikari and Billing in Ref. [51] (see also Section 5.2).

Appendix A. The Jahn±Teller model and the Herz-

berg±Longuet-Higgins phase

We consider a case where, in the vicinity of a
point of degeneracy between two electronic states,
the elements of a diabatic potential behave linearly
as a function of the coordinates in the following
way:

W � k
y x
x ÿy

� �
; �A:1�

where �x; y� are the nuclear coordinates and k is a
force constant. The aim is to derive the eigenvalues
and the eigenvectors of this potential matrix. The
eigenvalues are the adiabatic potential energy
states and the eigenvectors form the columns of
the ADT matrix. In order to perform this deriva-
tion, we shall employ polar coordinates �q;u�,
namely

y � qcosu and x � q sinu: �A:2�
Substituting for x and y, we get u-independent
eigenvalues of the form

u1 � kq; and u2 � ÿkq; where

q � f0;1g and u � f0; 2pg:
As is noticed from Fig. 5, the two surfaces u1 and
u2 are cone-like surfaces with a common apex. The
corresponding eigenvectors are

n1 �
1���
p
p cos

u
2
;

1���
p
p sin

u
2

� �
;

n2 �
1���
p
p sin

u
2
;

�
ÿ 1���

p
p cos

u
2

�
:

�A:3�

The components of the two vectors �n1; n2�, when
multiplied by the electronic (diabatic) basis set
�j/1i;/2i�, form the corresponding electronic
adiabatic basis set �jg1i; jg2i�:

g1j i �
1���
p
p cos

u
2

/1j i �
1���
p
p sin

u
2

/2j i;

g2j i �
1���
p
p sin

u
2

/1j i ÿ
1���
p
p cos

u
2

/2j i:
�A:4�

The adiabatic functions are characterized by
two interesting features: (a) they depend only on
the angular coordinate (but not on the radial co-
ordinate) and (b) they are not single-valued in
con®guration space because when u is replaced by
�u� 2p� ± a rotation which brings the adiabatic
wave functions back to their initial position ± both
of them change sign. This last feature, which was
revealed by HLH [1], is in certain cases very crucial
because multi-valued electronic eigenfunctions
cause the corresponding nuclear wave functions to
be multi-valued as well, a feature which has to be
incorporated explicitly (through speci®c boundary
conditions) while solving the nuclear SE. In this
respect, it is important to mention that realistic
ab initio electronic wave functions indeed, possess
the multi-valuedness feature as described by HLH
[60].

Fig. 5. The two interacting cones within the Jahn±Teller model.
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One way to get rid of the multi-valuedness of
the electronic eigenfunctions is by multiplying it by
a phase factor [6], namely

fj�u� � exp�ia�gj�u�; j � 1; 2; �A:5�

where

a � u=2: �A:6�

It is noticed that fj�u�, j � 1, 2 are indeed single-
valued eigenfunctions; however, instead of being
real, they become complex.

The fact that the electronic eigenfunctions,
modi®ed as presented in Eq. (A.5), has a direct
e�ect on the non-adiabatic coupling terms as in-
troduced in Eqs. (8a) and (8b). In particular, we
consider the term �s�1��11 (which for the case of real
eigenfunctions is identically zero) for the case
presented in Eq. (A.5):

s�1�11 � f1jrf1h i � ira� g1jrg1h i;

but since g1jrg1h i � 0, it follows that �s�1��11 be-
comes

s�1�11 � ira: �A:7�

In the same way, we obtain

s�2�11 � ir2aÿ �ra�2: �A:8�
The fact that now �s�1��11 is not zero will a�ect the
ordinary BO approximation. To show that, we
consider Eq. (15) for M � 1, once for a real ei-
genfunction and once for a complex eigenfunction.
In the ®rst case, we get from Eq. (15), the ordinary
BO equation

ÿ 1

2m
r2w� �uÿ E�w � 0 �A:9�

because for real electronic eigenfunctions �s�1��11 �
0, but in the second case for which �s�1��11 6� 0, the
BO±Schroedinger equation becomes

ÿ 1

2m
�r � ira�2w� �uÿ E�w � 0 �A:10�

which can be considered as an extended BO ap-
proximation [6,58] for a case of a single isolated

state expressed in terms of a complex electronic
eigenfunction. According to Mead and Truhlar
[6,58], this equation has to be interpreted as the
adequate equation to describe the e�ect of a non-
adiabatic coupling term which originates from the
two interacting states. As it stands, it contains an
e�ect due to an ad hoc phase related to a single
(the lowest-state) electronic eigenfunction. If no
other information is available, it is inconceivable
that this equation bears any relevance to non-
adiabatic e�ects.

Eq. (A.10) is not only an ad hoc equation but it
also su�ers from the fact that it cannot be ex-
tended to a multi-state case where M > 2. In
contrast to this, the theory based on the line in-
tegral, as presented in Section 5, is general and can
be applied for any number of states [40].

Appendix B. On the single/multi-valuedness of the

adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation matrix

In this section, we discuss the case where two
components of sM , namely sMp and sMq (p and q are
Cartesian coordinates) are singular in the sense
that at least one element in each of them is singular
at the point B�p � a; q � b� located on the plane
formed by p and q. We shall show that in such a
case the ADT matrix may become multi-valued.

We consider the integral representation of
the two relevant ®rst-order di�erential equations
(namely the p and the q components of Eq. (18)):

o
op

AM � sMpAM � 0;

o
oq

AM � sMqAM � 0:

�B:1�

In what follows, the subscript M will be omitted
to simplify the notations. If the initial point is
P�p0; q0� and we are interested in deriving the value
of A �� AM� at a ®nal point Q�p; q�, then one in-
tegral equation to be solved is

A�p; q� � A�p0; q0� ÿ
Z p

p0

dp0 sp�p0; q0�A�p0; q0�

ÿ
Z q

q0

dq0 sq�p; q0�A�p; q0�: �B:2a�
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Another way of obtaining the value of A�p; q� (we
shall designate it as A0�p; q�) is by solving the fol-
lowing integral equation:

A0�p; q� � A�p0; q0� ÿ
Z q

q0

dq0 sq�p0; q0�A�p0; q0�

ÿ
Z p

p0

dp0 sp�p0; q�A�p0; q�: �B:2b�

In Eq. (B.2a), we derive the solution by solving
it along the path C0 characterized by two straight
lines and three points (see Fig. 6a):

C0 : P �p0; q0� ! P 0�p0; q� ! Q�p; q�; �B:3a�

and in Eq. (B.2b) by solving it along the path C00

also characterized by two (di�erent) straight lines
and the three points (see Fig. 6b)

C00 : P �p0; q0� ! Q0�p; q0� ! Q�p; q�: �B:3b�

It is noticed that C, formed by C0 and C00 written
schematically as

C � C0 ÿ C00 �B:4�

is a closed path.
Since the two solutions of Eq. (B.1) presented in

Eqs. (B.3a) and (B.3b) may not be identical we
shall derive the su�cient conditions for that to
happen.

To start this study, we assume that the four
points P, P 0, Q0 and Q are at small distances from
each other so that if

p � p0 � Dp; q � q0 � Dq;

then Dp and Dq are small enough distances as re-
quired for the derivation.

Subtracting Eq. (B.2b) from Eq. (B.2a) yields
the following expression:

DA�p; q� � ÿ
Z q0�Dq

q0

dq0 sq�p0; q0�A�p0; q0�
ÿ

ÿ sq�p; q0�A�p; q0�
�

�
Z p0�Dp

p0

dp0 sp�p0; q0�A�p0; q0�
ÿ

ÿ sp�p0; q�A�p0; q�
�
; �B:5�

where

DA�p; q� � A�p; q� ÿ A0�p; q�: �B:6�

Next, we consider two cases

(a) The case where the point B�a; b� is not sur-
rounded by the path C (see Fig. 7a). In this case,
both sp and sq are analytic functions of the coor-
dinates in the region enclosed by C and therefore
the integrands of the two integrals can be replaced

Fig. 6. The rectangular paths C0 and C00 connecting the points

�p0; q0� and �p; q� on the �p; q� plane.
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by the corresponding derivatives calculated at the
respective intermediate points, i.e.

DA�p; q� � Dp
Z q0�Dq

q0

dq0

�
o sq�~p; q0�A�~p; q0�
� �

op

ÿ Dq
Z p0�Dp

p0

dp0
o sp�p0; ~q�A�p0; ~q�
� �

oq
:

�B:7�
To continue the derivation, we recall that Dp and
Dq are small enough so that the two integrands
vary only slightly along the interval of integration
so, that DA becomes

DA�p; q� � DpDq
o sq ~p; ~~q

� �
A ~p; ~~q
� �� �

op

8<:
ÿ

o sq
~~p; ~q
� �

A ~~p; ~q
� �� �

oq

9=;: �B:8�

Assuming again that all relevant functions are
smooth enough, the expression in the curled braces
can be evaluated further to become

DA�p; q� � osq�p; q�
op

��
ÿ osq�p; q�

oq

�
ÿ sq; sp

� ��
� A�p; q�DpDq: �B:9�

Since the new expression within the curled paren-
theses is identically zero due to Eq. (22), DA be-
comes identically zero or in other words the two
in®nitesimal paths C0 and C00 yield identical solu-
tions for the A matrix. The same applies to ordi-
nary (i.e. not necessarily small) closed paths
because they can be constructed by ÔintegratingÕ
over closed in®nitesimal paths (see Fig. 8).

(b) In case one of the di�erential closed paths
surrounds the point B�a; b� (see Fig. 7b), the der-
ivation breaks down at the transition from Eq.

Fig. 7. The di�erential closed paths C and the singular point

B�a; b� on the �p; q� plane: (a) the point B is not surrounded by

C. (b) The point B is surrounded by C.

Fig. 8. The closed (rectangular) path C as a sum of three par-

tially closed paths C1, C2, C3.
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(B.5) to Eq. (B.7) and, later, from Eq. (B.7) to Eq.
(B.8), because sp and sq become in®nitely large in
the close vicinity of B�a; b� and therefore their in-
termediate values cannot be estimated. As a result,
it is not clear whether the two solutions of the A
matrix calculated along the two di�erent di�eren-
tial paths are identical or not. The same applies to
a regular size (i.e. not necessarily small) path C
that surrounds the point B�a; b�. This closed path
can be constructed from a di�erential path Cd that
surrounds B�a; b�, a path Cp that does not sur-
round B�a; b�, and a third, a connecting path Ci,

which, also, does not surround B�a; b� (see Fig. 9).
It is noted that the small region surrounded by Cd

governs the features of the A matrix in the entire
region surrounded by C, immaterial of how large C
is.
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